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Topic Break Down / for Periods/Learning objectives / 

progression 
Learning Outcomes/ Skills acquired

Activities (Formative assessment tasks, projects, 

Visits) INCLUDING VIRTUAL LEARNING 

Teaching Aids / 

Reference/ Resources
Competencies and Values MY IDENTITY Cross curricular link Art Integration Artificial Intelligence Critical Thinking 

1st week India in the Medieval Period 5

 -Sources of the medieval Period – Emergence of New Social 

and Political Groups – Economic Changes - Economic 

Changes - Extension of agriculture - Persian wheel - Region 

to empire - Tripartite struggle -Religious traditions -   Sufi and 

Bhakti movements   

  1. Distinguish between the early medieval period and the late 

medieval period.  2.  Classify the sources of the medieval period. 

3.  Judge the value of literature in our lives. 4. To assess the economic 

changes of the period 
 

Individual activity -Collect pictures of various 

monuments of the medieval period and stick the 

picture and information in your note book. 

http://www.historydiscus

sion.net/history-of-

india/chief-sources-of-

medieval-indian-

history/2630

Independent learning

Digital Competence

 Creativity , Care.

To disucss the medieval 

period of UAE

Science: To research the influence of 

food on the growth of people

To create a model of a 

Persian Wheel
4 W Canvas: Who, What, Where and Why

Imagine that "On your visit to the Red Fort you find 

some people desfiguring the monument.                   

How would you react?                                              

Suggest the course of action you will take?                              

         Who will you report the matter to?                                

        Suggest steps that should be taken to ensure that 

our monuments are not vandalised?

2nd week Democracy and Equality 5

  Describe equality is the very essence of democracy - 

Describe the med day meals- Analyse Article 15 of the Indian 

Constitution which prohibits discrimination on all grounds. . 

Evaluate that humane activities enhance human dignity - 
 

discrimination on all grounds. .

Group activity:-

Debate on the discrimination faced by women in the 

workplace even in modern times.

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=OuY-

DVsU4BY

Independent learning

Digital Competence

 Creativity , Care.

To research on the means 

of instilling equality in the 

UAE

Math : To create a comparission table 

on the increase in the attendance after 

the introduction of mid day meals

3rd week Democracy and Equality 5

  Describe the midday meal scheme..

  - Compare the condition of African Americans in the US and 

the people from the lower castes in India.

-  Evaluate the steps taken by the government to do away   

with inequality. 
 

  Describe the midday meal scheme..

  - Compare the condition of African Americans in the US and the 

people from the lower castes in India.

-  Evaluate the steps taken by the government to do away   with 

inequality. 
 

Individual activity - The earliest form of democracy  

was found in 600 BCE. Pericles, Nelson Mandela, 

King John, King Gopala, Aung San Suu Kyi are 

important advocates of democracy. Find out their 

contribution towards democracy.Paste pictures of 

these eminent people and make a project file.

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=oM5m_CvZ

E7Y

Independent learning

Digital Competence

 Creativity , Care.

To discuss the 

conributions of Sheikh 

Zayed in protecting the 

interests of people 

belonging to a varied 

diversity

Science: To discuss the importance of 

nutrition in ones life

To create a poster on 

Equality 

4th week OUR ENVIRONMENT 5

Natural Environment - Lithospher - Importance of lithosphere 

hydroshpere - Atmoshere - importance of atmosphere - 

Bioshpere - importanceof biosphere - Human Environment 

1. To Define the various types of Environment                 2. To 

Differentiate between Physical and Biological Environmnet                                                                           

                                                        3. To classify the 4 Domains of 

the Earth                          4. To Explain lithosphere, Atmosphere, 

Biosphere, Hydrosphere and the Evaluate their importance                 

5. To define Human environment

Class Disccussion : On the various ways in which 

Humans have modified their environment 

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=Whz0leipCo

I, Activeteach Vistas, 

www.vtaide.com, 

www.gdrc.org

Environmental awareness.

(RESPECT & CARE)
To research on the usage 

of lithosphere of the UAE

Language : to compose a poem on the 

beatuy of nature

To draw a neat diagam of 

the domains of the Earth

How would you organise a campaign for a cleaner 

environment in your school.

4th week The Sultans of Delhi 5

 Sources of Delhi Sultanate - Dynasties of Delhi Sultanate - 

The Slave  Dynasty- The Khaljis - The Tughlags - The 

Sayyids - The Lodis - Razia Sultanan  

1.To Examine the various souces of the Delhi Sultanate 2.Compare the 

merits and demerits of a democratic form of government and a 

monarchical form of government. 3. valuate the measures to be taken 

to ensure safety and security of the people and the country.

Individual activity:-

Make a timeline marking the dynasties and end of the 

Delhi Sultanate on it.

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=hs1V81Euse

k

Creativity And Innovation  Self 

Confidence,             Care

To discuss the first 

kingdoms that ruled UAE

Math : To plot the important events of 

the Delhi sultanate on a Time Line

To plot the important 

places and the extent of 

the Delhi Sultanate on the 

Outline map of India

1st week The Sultans of Delhi 5

From garrison town to empire - Sultanate under Balban - Iqta 

system of administration - Market reforms of Alauddin Khalji  

- Revision for Unit Test-1

1. Examine the emergence of the Sutanate from the garrison towns 2. 

Examine the system of land tax under Alauddin Khalji. 3.Analyze the 

experiments of Muhammad Tughlaq

4.  Evaluate the demonetization of the Indian bank notes in 2016.

find out the ruler who intorduced the Persian customs 

of Sijdah and Paibos in administration

http://en.wikipedia.org/w

iki/List- of - rulers-of 

the-Delhi-Sultanate

Creativity And Innovation  Self 

Confidence,             Care

To discuss the first 

kingdoms that ruled UAE

Math : To plot the important events of 

the Delhi sultanate on a Time Line

To plot the important 

places and the extent of 

the Delhi Sultanate on the 

Outline map of India

2nd week STRUCTURE OF THE EARTH 5

Crust - mantle - Core - Rocks and Minerals - Sedmentary 

rocks - examples of sedimentary rocks - Metamorphic rocks - 

examples of metamophic rocks - rock cycle 

1. To Classify the Structure of the Earth 2. To differentiate between 

rocks and minerals 3.To define the meaning of sedementary and 

metamorphic rocks 4.To give examples of various sedementary and 

metamrphic rocks 5.To explain rock cycle 6. To state the importancef 

rock cycle 

Group task-the Autobigraphy of a rock:-Collect a 

piece of Rock.Identify it as Igneous,sedimentary or 

metamorphic.Now imagine that you arev a rock.write 

150 words the story of the life-where and underwhat 

circumstances you were born-what happened to you 

after that and how you reachec the current place of 

existence.

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=dOiSwhVXt

cA

Colloboration/Communication(RE

SILIENCE)

To make a list of the Earth 

qauke prone areas of UAE 

Science : To research more about the 

qualities of minerals

To draw a neat diagram 

of the Volcano and the 

Earthquake

Ask the students to understand the properties of all three types of rocks 

and ask them to collect the images of various monuments in which the 

rocks have been used for construction. Let the students explore these 

images and ask them to classify each of the images as igneous, 

metamorphic or sedimentary rock. Once they are able to classify them, 

ask students about their approach to classification and explain that this 

is how the AI machines do classification. The AI models get trained on 

the basis of knowledge (instructions) available and then give the desired 

classification output.

3rd week Institutions of Democracy 5

Universal Adult Franchise - Struggle for universal adult 

franchise - Importance of universal adult franchise - Elections - 

 Conducting elections - casting votes- Importance of Elections 

- Types of political Parties - Symbols - importance of political 

parties - coalition government

1. Discuss the impotance of  universal adult franchise.

2. To Analyze how elections help people to choose their own 

representatives

3.  Appraise the role of Election Commission in conducting free and 

fair elections. 4. To Descibe the types of Political Parties 5. To 

EXamine the importance of Coalition Government 5. To Appraise the 

importance of political parties on our lives

Make a model of an Electronic Voting Machine. 

Mention names of candidates and draw symbol of the 

party they represent.

https://eci.gov.in/evm/

Self-confidence

Initiative

Responsibility                 

Integrity       


To discuss the way 

through which President 

and Prime Minister of the 

UAE

Art: To discuss the importance of 

images and identification

To create a own political 

symbol

4th week INTERIOR OF THE EARTH 5
Plate Movement - types of plate movement - Volcano and its 

types - Earthquakes and its occurance 

1. To Discuss the causes for lithospheric Plate movement 2. To  

Explain the various types of movement 3. To Define Volcanoes 3. To 

Analyze the causes and working of a volcano 4. To discuss the 

Various types of Volcanoes 5. To Define Earthqauke 6. To Analyze 

the causes and working of an Earthquake. To Evaluate the instruments 

of detecting Earthquake. 

Students to collect information of the most recent 

volano and earthquake…on the country of occurrence 

,epicentrecauses ,effects and the extent of destruction 

caused.

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=WgktM2luL

ok

Self confidence resilence

To make a report on the 

Earthquakes occurred in 

the UAE

Math : to interpret the Ricther scale 

table 

Art: To draw the 

occurance of an 

Earthquake and Volcano

Find out builiding around you/your school if they are 

earthquake proof. Study the plan carefully and locate 

the safety structures in the building . What additional 

structures need to be built to make it quake proof?        

Who sanctions these plans? Discuss with your parents 

or teacher. 

4th week The Mughal Empire 5

Establishment of Mughal Empire -   role of Babur and 

Humayun  - Their challenges and achievements -   Books of 

Abul Fazl  - Akbar's tutor Bairam Khan and his achievements.

1. Examine the difficulties and challenges faced by Humayun as a 

Mughal Emperor.

2. To Assess the Rule ad administration and Rajput policy of Akbar 

3. To evaluate the rule of Jahangir and Shah jahan 

Taking the help of the internent, find out more about 

the British officials who visited the court of Jahangir

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=U34sL-

6d5Gg

Leadership And Responsibility,  

Collaboration /Teamwork  

Tolerance

To discuss the Travellers 

of the UAE

Economics : To discuss the Economic 

conditions of India during the mughal 

empire

Art : To Plot the extent of 

the Mughal Empire on an 

outline map of India

1st week The Mughal Empire 5

 Political achievements of Jahangir -Shahjahan's Deccan and 

foreign policies -   Reign of Aurangzeb - Akbar’s religious 

policy - Mughal empire in Crisis

1. To Analyze the problems faced by Shahjahan.

2. To Evaluate the Administrative policy of Auangazeb 3. To Examine 

the factors that led to the decline of the Mughal Empire 4.To Appraise 

the Religious Policy of Akbar and Mughal Empire 

 Differentiate the  religious policies  of Akbar and 

Aurangzeb?

Whose policies were beneficial in extending the 

empire?

http://www.culturalindia.

net/indian-

history/akbar.html

Leadership And Responsibility,  

Collaboration /Teamwork  

Tolerance

To discuss the Travellers 

of the UAE

Economics : To discuss the Economic 

conditions of India during the mughal 

empire

Art : To Plot the extent of 

the Mughal Empire on an 

outline map of India

2nd week Landforms of Earth 5
Degradation-Erosional Activity of river - Landforms created 

by winds, waves and glaciers 

1. To Define gradation  2. To Explain the various types of internal and 

external forces of gradation  3. To Define Weathering and Erosion   4. 

To Elaborate the landforms made by rivers 1. To Explain the 

landforms formed by winds  2. To Define Mushroom rocks, Barchans, 

Sand dunes. 1. To Explain the landforms formed by waves 2. To 

Define Sea Cliff, Wave cut platform, caves, arches, lagoons, beach, 

sand bars  

Individual Activity-Students to research and bring 

information on the various depositional features of the 

river

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=XJ_FNS8Z_

ek

Independent learning

Digital Competence

 Creativity, Care.

To discuss the landforms 

created in the deserts of 

the UAE bu the waves

Math : to calculate the time taken for 

a river, wave, wind, glacier to create a 

new landfoms

Art:To intepret the 

images of the landforms 

created by the river, 

wave, wind and glacier

Name some regions of India where landfomrs created 

by various agents of gradation are found.Reflecton the 

impact on the livelihood of people in these regions been 

affected by the landforms? 

3rd week State Government 5

Federal system  - Division of powers  - State legislature -

Powers and funcitons of legislative assembly -  Legislative 

council - Powers and functions.

1 Discuss about the division of powers between the union government 

and the state government.

2.  Examine the powers and functions of the legislative assembly.

3. Evaluate the role of state government in making your life safe, 

secure and comfortable.

To debate on the role played by a state government in 

making one's life comfortable.

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=cmcTv17Yt

Pg

Digital competence

Collaboration

Creativity

Responsibility

Communication

To establish the 

government structure of 

the UAE

Current Affairs: To speak about the 

current chief minister of ones state
AI Model Training and Classification.

4th week State Government 5

State executive - Governor - Qualifications and Appointment - 

Functions and powers - Chief minister and the council of 

ministers - Powers and functions of the council.

1.  Discuss about the qualifications and appointment of the Governor.

2. Examine the powers and functions of the Chief minister.

To evaluate the changing nature of the powers of a 

CM, To determine the sorts of help an individual can 

provide for the betterment of the society. 

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=cmcTv17Yt

Pg

Digital competence

Collaboration

Creativity

Responsibility

Communication

To establish the 

government structure of 

the UAE

Current Affairs: To speak about the 

current chief minister of ones state

4th week 

COMPOSITION AND 

STRUCTURE OF THE 

ATMOSPHERE

5
Composition of the Atmosphere - Structure of the Atmospehe 

- Layers of the Atmosphere 

1. To examine the composition of the atmosphere and to find out it 

signicance     2. To Illustrate the  various layers of the atmosphere 3. 

To Explain the signficance of each layer of the Atmosphere 4. To 

express the green house and its effects on the atmosphere

To create an online awareness on the rising alarm of 

Global Warming 

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=Y0AOg_fPk

og

Digital competence

Collaboration

Creativity

Responsibility

Communication

To research on the air 

qaulity of UAE and the 

penetration of the UV rays

Science : To establish the influence of 

CO2 on the atmosphere

Why  do Jet Planes find it very convinient to fly in the 

Stratosphere?

July
August

1st week 
Architecture Under the Delhi 

Sultanate and Mughals 
5

Architecture under the Delhi Sultanate and Mughals - Mughal 

architecture during the early period - Architectural 

developments under the reign of Akbar 

Delhi Sultanate and Mughals. .

Sultanate and Mughals.

Create a collage of the buildings of the Delhi Sultanate 

and the Mughal period. They have to poin out the 

distinct styles of architecture.

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=Q26GlP_pz

Bk

Digital Competence

Creativity

Cultural awareness         

Care

To closely examine the 

medieval architectural 

style of the UAE

Science : to research on the 

properties of the rocks used in the 

monuments of the Delhi sultanate and 

the Mughal empire 

To create a collage on the 

famous architectures of 

the Delhi and the Mughal 

empire

Can a governor refuse to sign a Bill? Find out any one 

instance when a governor sent the bill back to be 

reconsidered by the Legislative assembly. What were 

the contents of the Bill? 

Find out the name of the Mughal monuments that have 

been included in the list of UNESCO World Heritage 

Site. 

Imagine you were the PRESIDENT for a day anf the 

one task assigned to you is ABOLISHING SOCIAL 

INEQUALITY. As President, you would have 

tremendous access to resources and immense authority 

over several matters. How would you go about it? 

Suggest ways that you think would abolish social 

ineqaulity. 

Mohammed Bin Tughal is referred to as the 'Mad King' 

Research on the infamous leaders of the modern times, 

can you find a leader whose intentions were big but 

could execute them efficiently? 

How Old are you? Akbar was only 13 years old when 

he became a ruler. Read more about Akbar, as a boy 

and how he ruled the kingdom. Imagine yourself in 

Akbar's shoes and write what would have done had you 

inherited the throne at such a young age.

April 

May 

June

SUMMER VACATION 

September

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List- of - rulers-of the-Delhi-Sultanate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List- of - rulers-of the-Delhi-Sultanate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List- of - rulers-of the-Delhi-Sultanate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dOiSwhVXtcA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dOiSwhVXtcA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dOiSwhVXtcA
http://www.culturalindia.net/indian-history/akbar.html
http://www.culturalindia.net/indian-history/akbar.html
http://www.culturalindia.net/indian-history/akbar.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XJ_FNS8Z_ek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XJ_FNS8Z_ek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XJ_FNS8Z_ek


2nd week 
Architecture Under the Delhi 

Sultanate and Mughals 
5

Jahangir- patron of art and architecture - Shahjahan: the 

prolific builder - Architecture under Aurangzeb - Regional 

impact on architecture.

Prepare a project on the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque 

highlighting its prominent architectural style. 

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=Q26GlP_pz

Bk

Digital Competence

Creativity

Cultural awareness         

Care

To closely examine the 

modern architectural style 

of the UAE

Science : to research on the 

properties of the rocks used in the 

monuments of the Delhi sultanate and 

the Mughal empire 

To create a collage on the 

famous architectures of 

the Delhi and the Mughal 

empire

(Data Acquisition & Data Exploration

2nd week 
ELEMENTS OF WEATHER AND 

CLIMATE
5

Difference between Weather and Climate -  factors 

controlling Temperature - examining factors affecting 

pressure - planetary wind system and different types of winds 

- humidity - types of precipitation 

  1. Define  weather and climate  2. Difference between weather and 

Climate. 3. To Examine the factors controlling temperture 4. To 

analyze the heat zones of the world 5. To Disucss the measurement of 

temperautres 6. To Examine the factors controlling Pressure 7. To 

Define wind and the describe the types of winds with examples 8.To 

Define Humidity 9. To analyze the different forms of condensation 

Research - How can the meteorological department 

forecast and prepare people for a cyclone

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=juQeofnfMt

c

Independent thinking

• Critical thinking

 TOLERANCE
 To discuss the weather 

and climatic conditions of 

the UAE

Science : To disucss the working of a 

thermometer, barometer, 

Hygrometer, wind gauge, anemometer

To draw a neat labelled 

diagram of the heat 

zones, pressure belts, 

wind system and the 

types of rain

Imagine that you are a member of National Disaster 

management group. What Aid Materials would you 

carry and how would you carry and how would you go 

about helping in the relief operations? 

3rd week 
4th week 

1st week Towns, Traders and Craftsmen 5

Growth of Urban Trades - Types of  Medieval period - 

Administrative and court towns - development of local culture 

- building Towns

1. To list the various names Towns and cities are called in various 

languages 2.- To classify the types of Medieval towns 3. To explain the 

administrtative or court towns. 

Select a medieval town. Do a proper research on that 

town in terms of its origin, nature, population etc, 

Make a report. 

https://worldbuilding.sta

ckexchange.com/questio

ns/82992/how-big-were-

medieval-cities

Leadership & Responsbility.

Communication

Critical Thinking

Problem solving      Resilience

To trace the origins of the 

medieval cities of the UAE

Science : to understand the scirnce 

behind sil weaving 

To compare the medeival 

and modern pictures of 

the medeival towns

4 W Canvas: Who, What, Where and Why

2nd week Towns, Traders and Craftsmen 5

Pilgrimage and temple towns - port and trading towns - 

Casestudy - Surat and Masulipatanam - growth of trading 

class - coming of new traders 

1.To appraise the pilgrimae or temple towns 2. to elaborate the 

formation and the decline of the port and trading towns 3.To analyze 

the case study of Surat and Masulipatanam  4. To evaluate the rise and 

fall of trading class 5. To assess the coming of the new traders 

Durate Barbosa, Ralph Fitch and other foreign 

travellers give us a lot of information about towns in 

the medieval period. Find out how Ralph Fitch 

describes Fatehpur Sikri

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=ChchmDc_

OhI

Leadership & Responsbility.

Communication

Critical Thinking

Problem solving      Resilience

To research the 

development and growth 

of the important cities of 

the UAE

Philosophy : to trace the connection 

with religion and cities

To compare the medeival 

and modern pictures of 

the medeival towns

3rd week Working of the State Government 5

Meaning of health as defined by WHO- health care resources 

in Inida - Private health sevices - equality of health facilities - 

Health care in India today - The greviencces faced by the 

poor and the disadvantaged - case study of Kerala medical 

carefaility - to Discuss the text book questions

1. To define Health as per the regulations of WHO 2.To discuss the 

health care resources in India 3. To present a report on the health care 

policies of WHO 4. To observe the role of the private health care 

services in India 5.To understand that equality of health care is very 

essential 6. To appraise the Health care facilities in India. 7. To outline 

the greviences faced by the poor and the disadvanaaged 8. To discuss 

and analyze the case study regarding the medical facilities of Kerala 9. 

To answer the objectie and descriptive questions from the text book

To create a report on the distribution of health care 

facilities in India - to assess the case study on page 

224 - To speak on the topic 'The role of an inividual in 

maintaining heath in the society' 

https://www.smilefound

ationindia.org/smile_on_

wheels.html

Leadership & Responsbility.

Communication

Critical Thinking

Problem solving      Resilience

To reseach on the health 

care system of the UAE

Science : to disuss the spread of 

pandemics

To create a video on 

creating awareness on the 

importance of health 

After the onset of the Covid 19 Pandemic, How would 

you as an official in the WHO set out measures to 

combat the spread of the disease?                                   

Why do you think the Covid spread such rapidly across 

the world?                                                                       

  Can you think of any techcology that could have 

helped in the spread of the virus?

4th week 
DISTRIBUTION OF MAJOR 

WATER BODIES
5

Water Cycle - Major water bodies/Saline Water - Importance 

of oceans

 1. To recall water cycle and its process 2. To explain the meaning of 

Saline and Fresh water 3.To state the reasons to prove that ocean 

water is not the same in all places 4.To affirm that ocean waters are 

important  

To conduct a discussion on the problems of water 

scarcity 
http://en.widipedia.org

Leadership & Responsbility.

Communication

Critical Thinking

Problem solving      Resilience

To discuss the influence of 

the gulf ocean on the 

UAE's history

Science : To reseach on the 

importance of planktons in maintaing 

the ocean's life

System mapping using Loopy App. (http://ncase.me/loopy/)

You are the Mayor of a town that faces sarcity of water. 

List some methods of water conservation that you would 

suggest your citizens to adopt, so thay they can cope 

with this crisis. 

1st week Social change in Medieval Period 5

The new social class - The Tribal Society - Peasantisation of 

Tribes - Nomads and Itinerant groups-the mobile 

communuties -  Political significance of the tribes- the Kolis, 

the Bhils, The Gonds, The Chero and the Mundas - Tribal 

livelihood - The Banjaras - The Gonds - Rani Durgavathi's rule 

- The Ahoms

1. To Trace the New Social Change 2. To know meaning of the Tribal 

Society 3.To trace the developments and theorigins of the Tribal 

communities 4. To explain the meaning of the Nomads and the mobile 

communities 5. To estimate the Political significance of the Tribal 

communities 6.To evaluate the lifestyles  of the Kolis, the Bhils, The 

Gonds, the Cheros and the Munda 7. To illustrate the livelihood of the 

tribal community 8.To Identify the lifestyle of the Banjars  and the 

Gonds 9. To appreciate the life and rule of Rani Durgavathi. - To 

discuss the case study of the Ahoms. 

To collect anecdotes , folk songs , art , cultural 

expressions of the tribal communities mentioned in the 

text book, To collect more information on the 

changing lifestlyles of the tribal community

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=y5u2-

ZCA5Tg

Leadership & Responsbility.

Communication

Critical Thinking

Problem solving      Resilience

To disuss the significance 

of the Bedouins in the UAE

Language : To trace the literary 

sources of the tribal society 

To Illustrate the tribal art 

and create a model of it

Do any of the Present Day tribes sustain themselves in 

the same manner as the tribes during the medeival 

period or is there a difference in their present day living 

styles? 

2nd week Gender and Gender Inequality

Gender Distinction - Gender Inequality - Social reformers - 

Case Study on stereotypes. - Inequality at work - Census 

reportof 1991 - Government efforts to remove gender 

inequality

1. To understand the conotations of the term Gender Distiction and 

Gender inequality To interpret the data of the census report of 1991 2. 

To explain the government efforts to eradicate gender inequality in 

India 3. To give examples of gender inequality at work palce. 

Find out the names of professions that are followed by 

men and those that are followed by women. Which 

professions are followed by both?

https://indialeaks.weebly

.com/gender-

inequality.html

Leadership & Responsbility.

Communication

Critical Thinking

Problem solving      Resilience

To discuss the influential 

women of the UAE

Math : To analyze the data on the 

stattistics available on working women

To create a scrap book 

on the theme 'Women'

3rd week 
OCEAN WATERS AND THEIR 

CIRCULATION
5

Importance of Oceans -  Tsunamis - Tides - imporatane of 

tides - Ocean currents and its importance - effects of ocean 

currents

1. Define Waves    2. Explain the causes of waves   and Effects of 

Tsunami Waves 3. To explain the occurrence of tides and its effects of 

it 4. To discuss the ocean currents and it effects of it

Independent Activity-Map work To locate the hot and 

Cold Currents.

http://www.windows.uc

ar.edu

Leadership & Responsbility.

Communication

Critical Thinking

Problem solving      Resilience

To relate to the Ocean 

currents of the Gulf waters

Science : To reseach on the 

importance of planktons in maintaing 

the ocean's life

To locate the ocean 

currents of the world map

Find out the names of places frequently ravaged by 

Tsunames. Suggest a few precutionary measures that 

need to be taken to mitigate the destruction caused by 

Tsunamis in these areas. 

4th week Understanding Media 5

Changing technology - Electronic media - Media and Money - 

Role of the Media in Democracy - Balanced Report - Media 

ehics - Accountablity - Responsibilies of Media

1. To recall the various means of media 2.To trace the changing 

technology of the media  3.To identify theAIR of India 4. To evaluate 

the Electronic Media 5.To establish the reation  between Media and 

Money 6. To Discuss the Role of Media in a Democractic country 

7.To observe that a Balanced report is very integral in a Democracy 8. 

To Discuss Media and ethics and accountabilty 9. To estimate the role 

of Media

Choose one manjor event and cut the way that event 

is reported in different papers.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w

iki/media-of-

india#broadcasting

Leadership & Responsbility.

Communication

Critical Thinking

Problem solving      Resilience

To Trace the media house 

of the UAE

ICT : To discuss the influence of 

technologu in the Media

To create a graphic 

oganiser on the main 

concepts of the lesson

Pick out a news channel which is shown on TV. Write a 

report on the kinds of news highlighted by the channel. 

Critically examine its strong points as well as its weak 

points and suggest ways to improve it. 

NATURAL VEGETATION AND 

WILDLIFE
5

Tropical Evergren and deciduous forest - Tropical and 

Temperate Grassland

1. Discuss factors that determine the Natural Vrgetation of  aregion.  2. 

Analyse the characteristic features of these vegetation. And its 

distribution  3. Analyse the characteristic features of these vegetation 

and its distribution.

To create a presentation on the endangerned species 

of plants and animals in India and elsewhere 

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=LViyeWv5t

G0

• Environmental awareness 

communication

• EMPATHY
To Trace the Wildlife of 

the UAE

Science : to disucss the connection 

between the vegetation and the 

wildflife 

To create a digital 

awareness video on the 

protection of the wold's 

vegetation

NATURAL VEGETATION AND 

WILDLIFE
Desert and tundra Vegetation and Wildlife.

1.Analyse the characteristic features of the Desert and the tundra 

vegetation and its distribution.

To create a Quiz on the greatest environmental 

disasters of the wold

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=4DEPJfea79

k

• Environmental awareness 

communication

• EMPATHY
To trace the Vegetation of 

the UAE

Math : to provide statistics on the 

endangered wildlife and vegetations of 

the world

To create a digital 

awareness video on the 

protection of the wold's 

vegetation

1st week Rise of theAutonomous states 5

Cities in the Mughal Empire - Factors that led to the decline of 

the Mughal empie -Rise of regional powers - TheJats - The 

Sikhs - Guru Godind Singh - Decline of the Sikhs - The rise of 

the Marathas

1. To  explain the various factors that led to the decline of the Mughal 

Empire under the reign of Aurangazeb 2. To estimate the rise of 

Regional powers.3. To discuss the role of the famous Jat leaders 4.To 

explain the achivements of the Jats 5. To trace the developments of the 

Sikhs during the Mughal period. -6. To explain the rise of the Marathas

To research on the emergence of the Sikh 

community, To locate the territorial extent of the Jats 

and the Sikhs- Speak to a Sikh and find out the food 

and dressing culture 

https://www.sikhri.org/th

e_sikhi_the_khalsa_and

_the_sikhs

Leadership & Responsbility.

Communication

Critical Thinking

Problem solving      Resilience

To evaluate the emergence 

of the emirates of the UAE

Religion : To discuss the harmony and 

the cordiality of the diverse religions 

of India

To create a graphical 

organizer on the main 

concept of the lesson

2nd week Rise of theAutonomous states 5

The prominence of Chatrapati Shivaji - Marathas under 

Peshwas -  Emergence of new states - Bengal and the reforms 

taken - Awadh - Hyderabad

1. To recall the role of Shivaji in ceating the Maratha kingdom 2.The 

tactics used by Shivaji to strenghen the Kingdom 3. To discuss the 

Marathas taxation and administrative policies 4.To analyze the rise and 

fall of the Marathas under the Peshwas  5.To appraise the rise of states 

of Bengal, Awadh and Hyderabad.

To watch the tourism videos of the states of Bengal, 

Awadh and Hyderabad and connect the monuments 

mentioned in them to the inception period of the 

respective states

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=eBamMS1B

rJ4

Leadership & Responsbility.

Communication

Critical Thinking

Problem solving      Resilience

To evaluate the emergence 

of the emirates of the UAE

Religion : To discuss the harmony and 

the cordiality of the diverse religions 

of India

To create a graphical 

organizer on the main 

concept of the lesson

(Data Acquisition & Data Exploration

3rd week Media and Advertising 5

Advertisements - Brands - Brand value - Branding - examples 

of advertisements - Advertiseents and the social values - 

Examples of advertisements with a social message - steps to 

make an advertisement - Advertisement and democracy

1. To expalin the meaning of an adevrtisement 2. to differentiate 

between advertising and advertiser 3.To know how a Brand is made 

and added a value -4.  To analyze the given example 5. To associate 

the social values with advertisements 6.To cite examples to show the 

social values attached to the ads 7. To formulate the various steps 

involved in the making of an advertisement 8.To establish the relation 

between a democray and advertsement 

create a advertisement video with an awareness 

message

https://blog.bannersnack

.com/create-

advertisement-online/

Leadership & Responsbility.

Communication

Critical Thinking

Problem solving      Resilience

To discuss various 

awarenss advertisements 

issued by the Ministry of 

the UAE

ICT ; To relate to the technology used 

in the advertisements

To create an 

advertisements video 
(Data Acquisition & Data Exploration

What kind of advertsiements would you say highlighted 

the inequalities in the society? How do advertisements 

increase social inequality? What should be done to 

correct it? 

4th week HUMAN ENVIRONMENT 5

Rural Settlement - types - urban settlements - types of 

communications - types of transportation - land - water - 

airways 

 1. Examine  the pattern  and functions of rural environment 2. To 

discuss the urban settlements 3. To Explain the various means of 

transportaion and their importance 4. To evaluate the various means of 

communication 

To cretae a survey on the most important means of 

transportation and communication

https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=VL54S0uC

K6w

Leadership & Responsbility.

Communication

Critical Thinking

Problem solving      Resilience

To examine the urban 

settlements of the UAE

ICT : To establish the influence of 

technology in transportation and 

Communication

To plot the various rural 

settlements

When you  visit the countryside, look at the patterns of 

settlements there and identify their types. Find out the 

reason for a particular settlement pattern. 

1st week 
2nd week 
3rd week 
4th week 
1st week 
2nd week 
3rd week 
4th week 

REVISION FOR ANNUAL EXAMINATION REVISION FOR ANNUAL EXAMINATION REVISION FOR ANNUAL EXAMINATION

WINTER VACATION WINTER VACATION 

REVISION FOR ANNUAL EXAMINATION

Can you suggest some measures to preserve our rich 

and diverse flora and fauna? What would you do to 

spread awareness among your friends about this? 

ANNUAL EXAMINATION 2020-21March

December

REVISION OF TERM I SYLLABUS & TERM - I EXAMINATION, 2021-22                                                                               REVISION OF TERM I SYLLABUS & TERM - I EXAMINATION, 2021-22                                                                        REVISION OF TERM I SYLLABUS & TERM - I EXAMINATION, 2021-22

WINTER VACATION 

Find out the name of the Mughal monuments that have 

been included in the list of UNESCO World Heritage 

Site. 

Collect information on the items and regions of trade in 

the modern port cities and compare it with the items of 

trade and regions known in the medieval period. Do you 

notice and continuity in the trading pattern of port 

towns? 

February

What would have happened if the Mughal kings did not 

give permission to the British to have trade contact with 

India?

October

November 

January

September

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=juQeofnfMtc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=juQeofnfMtc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=juQeofnfMtc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ChchmDc_OhI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ChchmDc_OhI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ChchmDc_OhI
http://en.widipedia.org/
http://www.windows.ucar.edu/
http://www.windows.ucar.edu/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/media-of-india
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/media-of-india
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/media-of-india
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LViyeWv5tG0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LViyeWv5tG0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LViyeWv5tG0



